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Why Hyundai is interested in UAM

The world is becoming increasingly urban …

From 751M in 1950 … to 4.2B today

Today, 54% of global population living in cities – For the first time in history, over half of the world population lives in cities

Net increase of 2.5B people in cities is expected by 2050, placing pressure on services and resources

80% of global GDP is already contributed by cities, and 60% of future global GDP growth to 2025 will be driven by 600 large cities
With new urban challenges, we see new opportunity

**Congestion:** By 2030, annual passenger traffic is expected to be up 50% from 2015 doubling the number of cars on the road

**Productivity:** In 2019, lost productivity due to congestion cost $87B in the US alone, a figure expected to double by 2030

**Public safety:** Globally, nearly 1.25M people are involved in fatal traffic accidents each year

**Emissions:** Transport is the largest energy consuming sector in 40% of countries; emissions are projected to increase 40% by 2040

... Which is creating new challenges for how we organize our communities
Introducing Hyundai’s UAM concept

- 4 tilt rotors + 4 lift rotors
- All-electric VTOL
- Cruise at 240 km/hr (max 320 km/hr)
- Optimized for 40km flights (max 100 km)
- Efficient, extremely quite, and safety-oriented
The future of mobility is intermodal – and the future of cities is vertical

Hyundai is committed to embedding community impact into our vehicle design

- **Noise profiles** for various missions & configurations
- **Impacts of downwash** on people and infrastructure
- **Visual impacts** and community spaces
- **Access and accessibility** of UAM for local residents
- **Opportunities to improve local economies**
Ground transport will be facilitated by an electric people-mover that links up with multipurpose, community-oriented UAM infrastructure…

- **Point of transition**
  between air and ground transportation solutions

- **A commercial and social hub** to connect with people in their community

- Provides landing space for **eVTOL** and docks for **S-link vehicles**

- Connection with **ground vehicles** can create **modular architecture** for multipurpose space
Hyundai is committed to putting communities at the heart of its strategy

- **Public roadshow to build excitement** and seek input

- Opportunity for **virtual reality / physical experience** for the general public to understand the look and feel of new mobility

At CES 2020, **150K+ people attended**

- **Hyundai’s booth** to see the life-size model and try the VR experience

- **Participants were able to experience UAM flight** and how it can improve everyday transport
It takes a village ...
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